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ROMFORD HONEY SHOW Saturday 12th October 2019 

 

 IT’S SHOWTIME! 
 

Please support the annual honey show by entering as many categories as you can. There is 
something for everyone, from novices to seasoned exhibitors. Even if you have no honey 
you can enter the bakery classes using another members honey. How about submitting a 
photograph, candles, beeswax or frame for extraction. 
 

I will be taking entries at the October meeting where I will give out labels for your exhibits. 
Or you can email me with your entries to angelam59@hotmail.co.uk Labels will be handed 
to you on the day when you deposit your entries. 
 

The Venue as usual will be the Ascension Church in Collier Row RM5 2BA The ANNUAL  
SUPPER will follow at 6pm when all the winners will be announced. This is also a chance to 
socialise with fellow members. Includes a buffet supper and wine or soft drinks. Maybe you 
will be amongst the winners this year so please book yourselves in. To purchase  
tickets contact Liz McNeill at jimandliz44@aol.co.uk 
 

Sue Richardson 

 

88th National Honey Show  
 

I hope a lot of you entered the county show at Orsett!  Now you should be getting ready for 
the National Honey Show. There will be lots going on there.  
 

Get your schedule from https://www.honeyshow.co.uk , read the rules and information, 
then get your entries in.  
 

As usual I hope to take all the entries to the show on the Wednesday 23rd October so I need 
your entries to me by Tuesday 22nd.  
 

Do enter the Essex Section as well as all the open classes.  
 

Hoping we got lots of participation. 
 

Jim McNeill 
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DATES FOR THE DIARY    
 

Committee Meeting:  Wednesday 11th September 2019, 7.30pm,  
Jim’s Place,  
Collier Row 

 

October meeting:  Thursday 3rd 2019 at 8pm  
Venue: Chadwick Hall  Main Road, Gidea Park, RM2 5EL  

Topic: Varroa Control 2019; Spoilt for Choice.  
Speaker: Robert Smith  

September Beekeeping Notes 
 

This is a very important month for the winter survival of our colonies. Good preparation 
will ensure that your bees can withstand whatever winter throws at them. 
 

The most important jobs are treating against varroa and topping up the bees' stores so 
they have enough to get through till spring, if you have not already done so. Don’t forget 
that when treating and/or feeding the floor insert must be IN if you have mesh floors. 
 

Varroa treatment: Do this as soon as you can. Don’t forget to record the details of what 
you used and when you did it. Also record the varroa counts. 
 

Feeding: Even if you left the bees some honey, a top-up of syrup is a good idea as it will 
encourage the queen to keep on laying to give you lots of winter bees, and it will provide 
a mix of stores in the hive. Use heavy syrup – 1kg sugar to 600ml water. Give this as soon 
as possible and make sure you have finished feeding well before the end of the month. 
Once the weather starts getting cold the bees will not be able to evaporate the water 
from the feed and this could allow fermentation of stores in the winter, which is bad for 
the bees. They will need 20–25kg stores; a National brood frame holds about 2.5kg,  
Commercial about 3kg. 
 

Once feeding and treating are done, if you are wintering on National brood plus super, 
reconfigure to put the super on the floor with the brood box above.  

 

Most important: remove the queen excluder! Whatever type of hive you have, remove 
the floor insert and close off ventilation at the top of the hive (ventilation at the bottom is 
enough and is better). 
 

Pat Allen 
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Rose Hive Method – Matt Broughton – 1st August 2019  

Matt gave a very interesting and helpful talk explaining that the hives for the Rose Method 

are the same as Nationals but the method is different.  It is a whole new approach to bee-

keeping.  He spent a year reading everything he could about the method whilst waiting to 

start the course.  He suggested a good book to use is The Rose Method by Tim Rowe.  

 

The Rose Method uses one size box and can be used for both brood and honey.  Extra boxes 

are simply added to extend the space for the bees instead of on top of the hive.  Before the 

hive is at its full capacity boxes can be added at the bottom half of the hive.   

 

Until the longest day in June the number of bees in the hive is increasing.  Honey is stored in 

the bottom of the hive.  In July when the colony is at its maximum, boxes can be added on 

top of the hive, thereby adding boxes where they are needed and honey is then stored at 

the top, making it easier to remove the honey boxes instead of honey being stored every-

where. 

The method does not use a queen excluder and the queen goes where she likes. 

If you have a four box hive the easiest way to look after it is to split the boxes into two sets 

of two.  It is important to not stack the boxes too high as it will be difficult to check the hive 

and put boxes back, and you risk squashing some of the bees! 

The method uses more shallow frames (just a strip of foundation attached to the top of the 

frame) which holds more honey rather like a top bar hive, therefore the boxes have extra 

heavy frames, so it may be a good idea to remove some of the frames before lifting the box 

and taking extra care of your back.  Tim Rowe sometimes alternates a shallow frame with 

the normal frame throughout the box.  The shallow frames are good for producing cut 

comb. 

Tim Rowe does not feed his bees with syrup but leaves sufficient honey for the bees to use 

during Winter. 

The Rose Method challenges the normal method of beekeeping, although not everyone’s 

choice. 

JILLY SPEAKMAN-BELL 

Beekeeping Taster Session 
 

On the afternoon of Sunday the 25th August the Division held its Beekeeping Taster  
session. This is the second time that the event has been held and again it took place in the 
Elizabethan Barn and the teaching apiary at Thames Chase Forest Centre in  
Upminster. The aim of the session is to provide prospective beekeepers and people who are 
just curious to learn more about honeybees a basic insight into what most of us take for 
granted as beekeepers. We only charge £10 and strongly believe that it’s better for people 
who are interested to learn more about our craft to try this short taster session before  
committing to the 10-week beginners’ course. 

We had 24 members of the  
public, including 2 teenage  
children, attend the event 
which aims to give people a 
chance to get a basic idea of 
what beekeeping is like. The 
afternoon started with Pat 
Allen giving a presentation,  
supported by a slide show, of 
various topics including; What 
is a Honeybee, Types of Bee-
hive, Managing Bees and 

Getting Started as a Beekeeper. This was followed by a practical demonstration by Paul  
Wiltshire showing what a National beehive looks like, what its component parts are and 
what their purpose is. Next, all of the attendees were kitted out in bee suits and we headed 
for the apiary to light some smokers. 

It was a swelteringly hot and sunny afternoon. The 5 tutors went through an inspection with 
a handful of fascinated people around each hive and some brave souls even handled frames 
of bees. There were many questions to answer and some 
were lucky enough to spot a Queen. Best of all the bees 
were very good-natured in the warm sun and nobody got 
stung! 

Afterwards we all headed back to the barn to answer a few 
more questions and collect the bee suits. All of the  
participants said how much they enjoyed the session and a 
few are keen to sign up for the beginners’ course in 2020. 

We look forward to holding another session next summer. 
 

Paul Wiltshire 
 


